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Abstract
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of charm and bottom is presented. The technical challenges which will
be encountered in doing very high sensitivity studies are described, some
possible solutions are offered, and areas where additional research and
development are required are identified.
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In this report, we discuss the status of and prospects for the study of
charm and bottom quarks in Fixed Target experiments at Fermiiab. The situa-
tions with respect to charm and bottom are quite different. Much is now known
about charm production and spectroscopy and a significant part of our knowledge
has been gained from Fixed Target photo- and hadro-production experiments at
Fermiiab and at CERN. It is surely possible to push the statistics of these studies
by two or even three orders of magnitude, but it is very important to examine the
physics motivation for such efforts. Much less is known about bottom quark pro-
duction and decay properties and nearly all our knowledge of the properties of these
particles is derived from e+e~ collisions. The theoretical motivation for extending
these studies to MUCH higher statistics is by now well-established ^ and has been
reviewed at many conferences and workshops. Briefly, the b-decays to the lighter
quarks are determined by parameters of the K-M matrix which are not predicted
by the Standard Model and which therefore must be measured. In particular, ac-
cording to the Standard Model, b-decays COULD exhibit significant CP violation
whose study would contribute much to our understanding of this rather fundamental
feature of nature. In Section 1 of this report, the status of present Fixed Target
and Collider experiments is reviewed and the near-term programs at Fermiiab and
elsewhere are briefly summarized. In Section 2, the theoretical motivations and
objectives for future charm and bottom quark studies are presented. In Section 3,
the principle technical issues and challenges which must be confronted by 'uture
experiments at Fixed Target facilities are described, and some suggestions as to how
these challenges might be met are discussed. In Section 4 and 5, the competing
experimental programs are reviewed. In Section 6, reports from the subgroups are
given. In Section 7,we offer our conclusions concerning the future of this field.

1 Status of Charm and Bottom Experiments

1.1 Charm

After many years of largely unsuccessful attempts to extract charm signals from the
very high backgrounds in hadron and photon interactions, Fixed Target experiments
have now emerged as major sources of quality information on charmed particle
decay properties and dynamics. This is due to the successful employment of silicon
microstrip and pixel detectors to identify charm decays based on the separation of
the weak decay vertices from the primary production vertex. The status of Fixed
Target experiments which have already taken data using silicon detectors is the
following:

• Three Fermilab experiments, E691, E769, and E687, each have or will soon have
~ a few thousand clean, fully reconstructed charm decays. CERN experiments
NA32, NA14, and WA82 also approach this level of statistics.



• r lxed target experiments dominate the measurement of lifetimes and are quite
competitive with e+e~ collider experiments in the study of rare decay modes
and heavier charm states like D" and charmed baryons.

• Extensions and upgrades to many of these experiments should increase the
samples of fully reconstructed charm events by at least a factor of ten after the
next running period.

• The successful application of silicon vertex detectors to charm encourages our
belief that bottom signals can also be successfully extracted in Fixed Target
experiments.

1.2 Bot tom

Although the b-quark was discovered in a Fixed Target experiment at Fermilab \
almost all our knowledge of this family of particles has come from e+e~ colliders.
There are a few results on bottom cross sections from CER.N WA75 3), WA78 ^) ,
and NA10 5 ) , which are Fixed Target experiments, and there are results on bottom
cross sections from UA1 "). Results are expected from Fermilab experiment E653, a
Fixed Target experiment using an emulsion target and a silicon vertex detector, soon.
The Fermilab Collider Detector also has observed evidence for bottom production
at */s = 1.8 TeV. However, knowledge of b-quark decay properties is completely
dominated by experiments at CESR and DCRIS.

The first Fermilab experiments which are designed to have high sensitivity
to bottom have not run yet but are scheduled to start taking data in the running
cycle which begins in 1990. As mentioned above, the success of the Fixed Target
charm program encourages our hope and belief that bottom can be detected, but
the fact that the signal-to-background is worse by three orders of magnitude means
that these experiments face formidable new challenges and success is by no means
guaranteed.

Table 1 shows the near-term Fermilab program and describes the emphasis
of each experiment and estimated yiolds of bottom and charm particles.

Table 1: Near-Term Fermilab Program

Bottom experiments

Charm experiments
with B potential

E771
E789

E791
E687
E781
E690

First attempts at a few hundred
fully reconstructed b's.

Greater than 105 reconstructed
charm and small numbers of B's



2 Theoretical Motivation for Charm and Bottom Studies

2.1 Interest in Higher Statistics Charm Studies

The charmed quark's behavior is very well described by the Standard Model. The
projected yields of the next generation of charm experiments at Feimilab are about
10s iuily reconstructed charm decays per experiment. Before one undertakes exper-
iments to increase the sensitivity far beyond this, one ought to understand what
the motivation for these efforts is. There are three main reasons for pursuing these
studies:

1. To continue the study of the weak decay properties of charmed particles. While
this is a relatively mature field, it is still interesting.

2. To study in detail the effect of the strong interactions on the weak decays of the
charmed particles. These studies allow us to probe QCD at the interface be-
tween the perturbative and non-perturbative regimes. The data will challenge
our understanding of final state interactions (FSI) and may provide important
tests of new approaches such as Lattice Gauge calculations.

3. To perform "zero background" searches for NEW PHYSICS beyond the Stan-
dard Model.

The third point needs some elaboration. Many of the unknown or poorly
determined parameters of the Standard Model are connected to the third generation
of quarks and can best be obtained from the study of b-decays and by measuring the
t-quark mass. However^t is very important to look for "low-energy" manifestations
of physics beyond the Standard Model. Because such phenomena as Standard Model
CP violation are small, the charm sector is an excellent place to look for physics
beyond the Standard Model "background" *J. There are indeed mechanisms for
CP violation involving new phenomena which can increase the level of CP violation
in the charm sector far beyond what is expected from the Standard Model alone.
This is an important point and a significant conclusion of this workshop. While
high-statistics charm studies are usually considered "programmatic", in fact, they
do have the potential for Sigh Impact Physics. Motivation for future high statistics
charm studies are very similar to the considerations which have led to the ambitious
program of Rare Kaon Decays now underway at Brookhaven and LAMPF; such
studies will be a major physics goal of the Main Injector Project at Fermilab.

An example of how CP violation might be measured from a very large
sample of decays of charged D-mesons, and therefore not relying on the size of
mixing, is given below:
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and
F+ + F_ ^ 0 -> CP violation.

Therefore, even though STANDARD MODEL CP violation is probably out of reach,
charm is well-suited to Non-Standard-Model CP searches.

There are many interesting and important measurements which fall into
the first and second categories above. These include observation and study of the re-
maining doubly- and triply-charmed baryons and more systematic studies of D, and
charmed baryon decays in general. The list below is a selection of highly interesting
topics which need to be studied:

1. D —• VV and D —* genuine 3,4,...body decays

2. D —* (S = 0), Nonleptonic(NL) and Semileptonic(SL) decays

3. D —» (S = +l),Doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed decays(DCSD),NL

4. D, -» WX and Ac -> ivX

5 . D, —» O)5T, pTT,Tj1T,Tl'lVV3 4>1T

6. D. absolute branching fractions and D, —* (S = + l ,+2)

7. NL Ae decays: two body or not?

8. Rare D decays D -+ P7, K*f,...

9. D° - 5° Mixing

10. CP violation in D decays

Other items of interest include D, D, —»lu and charm pair production and
P-states and A-dependence, etc.

39?



2.2 Goals for Bottom Physics Experiments

Much of the enthusiasm for b-physics studies comes from the belief that it will _ ,
be an excellent laboratory for studying Standard Model CP violation, that is, CP 4
violation arising from the K.M. phase angle which is permitted when there exists H B
at least three families. The total number of produced B-mesons that are required ij
in order to observe CP violation is very large. The b signal-to-background is very -^g
unfavorable at Fixed Target energies so that one must run at very high rates to p R
get an adequate yield for CP studies. It is, therefore, believed by many that CP 1
violation is most likely to be observed at a high energy hadron collider such as the MB
SSC, where the cross section rises by a factor of several thousand while the total i ^
cross section grows only slightly. Others point out that b-collider experiments must I
solve many very difficult technical problems and that a systematic attack on the SB
rate problems faced by Fixed Target experiments may succeed first. Be that as it *^t
may, there are many important experimental facts which must be understood about ^-
the b-system on the way to observing CP violation. It is best to think of the quest S
to observe CP violation as a program rather than as a single effort. The program,
which is already in progress at CLEO and ARGUS, will receive contributions from Wjm
e+e~ colliders, Fixed Target experiments, and hadron colliders. A list of important J R
measurements is given in Table 2 along with a guess as to what the state of that
measurement will, be in the year 1995, which would be at the beginning of the Main ttj
Injector era at Fermilab. ^ ^

3 Technical Challenges for Future Fixed Target Hadroproduction and pi
Photoproduction Experiments

Fixed Target Heavy Quark experiments have low signal to background: of order 10~3 S
for charm hadroproduction; 5 x 10~3 for charm photoproduction; 3 x 10~7 for bottom
hadroproduction; and 10~6 for bottom photoproduction. Nevertheless, the available ft
luminosity is high (at least for the hadroproduction experiments) so the potential ™
yield is large. The detectors have demonstrated the ability to pull out signals for
charm, so there is room for optimism, PROVIDED I

YOU CAN LEARN TO RUN AT HIGH RATES!
ONE MUST WORK HARD AT: ft

1. Detector technology

2. Triggering techniques **•

3. Data acquisition speed and capacity ' £

4. Data analysis capability

I

\



Table 2: B-Physics Goals and

Topic

Cross sections vs. (zy,JPt)
Hadionization
Bd mixing
Charged/neutral lifetime

(Bd,B.,B«,Bc mesons)
b-baryons
B, mixing
Reconstruct exclusive modes
Pin down KM,FSI,etc
e.g. semileptonic decays
B° - » 1T(IV

B± —> ptiv
B± -*TV

BR's for rare decays
e.g. B -* Kpii
CP violation
e.g. B - j>K.

B ->ij)(j>
B —*• ilnrx
B -> me

Possible Status

Done
by
'95
•

Room
for

Impr

•

•

•

•

•

in 1995

Much
to
do

•

•

•

•



In order to focus on specific problems, the working groups considered the
design of experiments that could achieve yields of fully reconstructed charmed par-
ticles of 106, 107, and 108 and.experiments for bottom which could achieve yields of
up to 104 fully reconstructed examples of b-meson decays.

3.1 . Conclusions Concerning Future Photoproduction Exper iments

Photoproduction experiments are limited by the available photon intensities. The
Wideband Photon Beam at Fermilab is the highest intensity high-e'nergy photon
beam in the world and has recently undergone several improvements. Goals for the
1990-1991 running period are > 107 produced charm and > 104 produced bottom.
Further progress is tied to improvements in the beam efficiency and the availability
of primary protons. The Main Injector program will make a factor of 10 more high
energy photons available. If eventually a new Tevatron Ring raises the energy to 1.5
TeV, another factor of 5 to 10 beyond that is obtainable. The working group studied
the possible rate problems encountered in running open geometry experiments at the
high rates implied by the full upgrade to 1.5 TeV. It concluded that radiation damage
is not a problem at any photon beam intensity that can be achieved. This requires
the expansion of the beam to an area of 10 cm2 and several other modifications to
the apparatus. The group also concluded that without clever new ideas, pushing
the total charm rate above 109 per experiment is probably impossible in a photon
beam and can only be accomplished in a hadron beam.

3.2 Conclusions Concerning Future Hadroproduction Exper iments

Two general classes of experiments were discussed: the first is the OPEN GEOME-
TRY which is typified by Fennilab Experiment 771; the second is a RESTRICTIVE
GEOMETRY experiment in which the acceptance is limited to a region which is
promising for some specific final state topology. Fermilab Experiment 789, which is
designed to detect b-mesons decaying to high-mass pairs, is an example of such an
experiment. A detailed discussion of this kind of experiment and its extension to
higher rates is given elsewhere °\ . The general conclusions in this area are:

1. Use of ACCELERATOR ENERGY PROTONS will provide the highest
statistics for Fixed Target experiments.

2. Much will still be left to do AFTER 1995.

3. The goal is the highest rate experiment possible.
—•> 10 ls interactions examined in open geometry which implies rates > 108

interactions/sec by 1995. This requires operation and evolution of exeriments
and parallel R&D efforts.

4. Both specialized (restrictive acceptance) and open geometry experiments have
a role. Specialized experiments hope to achieve > 1010 int/sec by 1995.



5. Trigger considerations for charm and bottom are quite different. The higher
mass of B's makes them easier to pick out. Trigger strategies which are matched
to the capacities of 1995 DA systems look quite feasible.

6. Experiments optimized for charm are not necessarily good bottom experiments
and vice versa - especially with respect to triggers. Each type is important and
should be pursued independently if necessary.

7. Higher energies - PHASE I I I - are important. They could give a factor of
5-10 improvement.

8. Spectrometers should strive for very high reconstruction efficiency.

9. High rate techniques developed in this program can be useful for collider exper-
iments and Fixed Target experiments at much higher energies (UNK, PHASE
HI, SSC).

3.3 High Ra te Detec tor Technology

Detectors for high statistics bottom hadroproduction at Fixed Target facilities must
meet the challenge of operating at very high rates:

Goals: OPEN GEOMETRY

> 108 interactions/sec

> 1014 interactions examined

> 104 B's reconstructed in all modes

Goals: RESTRICTIVE GEOMETRY

> 1010 interactions/sec

> 1018 interactions examined

> 103 — 10* B's reconstructed in dihadron modes

Figure 1 shows a possible high-rate open geometry bottom experiment.
Figure 2 shows what the target and vertex detector might look like. Some significant
characteristics of this detector are:

1. A very large solid angle extending from 0 to 40 degrees in order to have a very
high acceptance for bottom.

2. A repetitive target geometry with silicon microstrip detectors and pixel aetec-
tors interleaved with thin foil targets. The beam MUST BE DEFOCUSSED
TO 10-20 cma to keep the rate and radiation problems under control. The
readout inust operate at very high speed.
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3. The tracking is "graded" to handle the rate. Silicon planes are employed at
< 10 mrad, PWC's from 10 mrad to 30 mrad, and small-cell drift chambers at
angles > 30 mrad.

4. The particle identification is accomplished with a RICH instrumented with
photomultipliers for high speed operation and readout.

5. The Electromagnetic Calorimetry is W/Pb with either silicon pad or fiber
spaghetti optic technology.

6. All detectors must have a time accuracy of ~ 10 nanoseconds. Short memory
time and low occupancy per cell are required.

7. The trigger, based on high-Pt leptons, looks like it will work well enough to
reduce the rates to a level that can be handled by the anticipated capabilities
of the data acquisition system.

ALL ELEMENTS SATISFY THESE NEEDS ALREADY EXCEPT FOR
PIXEL PLANES WHICH NEED INTENSIVE R&D

3.4 Triggers and Filters

A variety of triggering strategies were discussed and evaluated for their rejection,
efficiency, and overall "enrichment". Some of the triggers considered were multiplic-
ity, multiplicity jump, transverse energy and total mass, impact parameter, presence
of secondary vertices, and high-.ft leptons. The only proposed trigger that offered
enrichment factors that were over 100 and retained high efficiency,(> 10%), was the
high-P( lepton trigger. Two techniques for imposing sophisticated higher level trig-
gers were discussed. One was based on the data-driven processor developed by E690.
The other was based on parallel-processor farms such as will be employed in E781.
Triggering issues are described below. Both approaches appear to be promising for
future high statistics experiments.

3.5 Da ta Acquisition and Analysis

Table 3 describes briefly our best guess of the capabilities for data-acquisition sys-
tems over the next few years.

Some of the assumptions that went into these numbers are: full 'spill'
buffering would continue to be possible based on more and lower-cost memory;parallel
event building will take place in multiple crates; parallel data paths to a single crate
will be common by 1993; quad density 8mm tapes will become available by 1991;
standard mass-produced 5 megabyte/sec tape drives will be available by 1994; and
that' RISC architectures will continue to develop, with the MIPS processor family
continuing to grow in power and the Intel 860 style CPUs becoming readily available
in the early 90's.



Table 3: Projected Capabilities of Data Acquisition Components

Run year
Event digitization
FIFO speed
Event building/10 VME
OrJine/100 CPUs
Tape speed/50 drives
Offline/300 CPUs

1989
20

100
20
70
10

200

1991

200
1500
48

4500

1993
1 .

2000
10000

200
30000

fisec

megabyte/sec
megabyte/sec
MIPS
meagbytes/sec
MIPS

This powerful arsenal of data-acquisition and analysis equipment is crucial
for dealing with the low signal-to-background. It alleviates much of the pressure on
the online trigger.

4 An Assessment of the Competi t ion

The working group attempted to understand whether the experiments described
here would be competitve with efforts to study heavy quark physics at other sites.
We take as a reference the program, at CLEO, described extensively in Section 5.

• ARGUS will have lower luminosity but will have a good vertex detector which
may be an advantage.

• LEP will have 107 Z° per experiment by end of 1991 which gives more than
106 B pairs. These will be fast moving in the lab. We will have to see what the
capabilities of the detectors turn out to be.

• HERA and various proposed B-factories are of either unknown capability in
this area or uncertain as to time scale. Luminosities in excess of 103*/cm3 — sec
must be achieved in e+e~ storage rings in order for CP violation to be observed
and studied.

• B-experim.en.ts in hadron. colliders offer the highest potential yields and have fa-
vorable signal/background. However, they must solve many technical problems
and large R&D programs are required.

5 Bottom Physics, An Electron-Positron Perspective
by Edward H. Thorndike (University of Rochester)

5.1 In t roduc t ion .

Since its discovery in hidden form at Fermilab in 1977, essentially all that
has been, learned about the b quark has come from e+e~ colliders. In this note, I



briefly review1 what has been learned so far, and how it has been learned. I then list
what remains to be learned. Finally, I make guesses at what will, and what won't
be accomplished with e+e~ facilities now in place.

5.2 Wha t Has Been Learned So Far, and How I t Has Been Learned.

1. Hidden b exists.

The b quark was discovered in its hidden form (bound bb) by Lederman and
collaborators at Fermilab in 1977, via the reaction p + nucleus —> T + X, T —*
/i+jiT. ) The dimuon mass spectrum showed a broad peak at 10 GeV, which
was suggestive of three poorly resolved lines, at 9.4, 10.0, aad 10.4 GeV, each
with r. true width less than the experimental mass resolution of 210 MeV.

2. Bare b exists.

The b quark was shown to exist in its bare form (unbound bb) by the discovery
of the T(4S) resonance at CESR in 1980 by the CUSB and CLEO groups.10)
Two pieces of evidence establish^ that bare b is produced at T(4S).

(a) The resonance is broad (20 MeV),10) indicative of fast decay of T(4S)
into b-flavored hadrons. Where the bb system bound, the decay would proceed
through bb annihilation, an inhibited strong process, resulting in a narrow (25
KeV) line such as T(lS) - T(3S).

(b) There is a substantial yield of high-momentum leptons in T(4S) decay,12)
establishing that some of us 6' v p.v '.ucts of T(4S) \- the b-flavored hadrons
- decay weakly.

3. The b quark is "normal", the L •-: -iard Model b.

By this I mean that the b quark is a member of a left-handed weak-isospin
doublet, is a right-handed weak-isospin winglet, and decays by mixing in the
left-handed sector with s and/or d.

The demonstration is carried out by elimination - one lists all possibilities, and
then rules out all but the Standard Model. The list of possibilities, asserted* )
to be exhaustive, is:

(a) b is stable;

(b) b decays via an exotic boson, b —» /Zqorb —> Jqq;

(c) b decays via a charged Higgs with mass less than the b mass;

(d)b decays via W+or Z°.

1For a more complete review of the theoretical framework of b decay, see Ref.1**). For a more
complete review of experimental results, see Eef. ), or Gittehnan, B. and Stone, S. in High Energy
Electron-Positron Physics, ed. Ali, A. and Soding, P., p. 275, World Scientific, Singapore (1988).



Possibility (a), that b is stable, is ruled out by the observation by CUSB and
CLEO10) of the decay of T(4S) into multihadron final states.
Cleo has eliminated possibilities (b) and (c) as dominant decay modes by mea-
suring the charged energy fraction, the charged lepton yield and the pjp yield
in T(4S) decay.1^) If the decay b -> Uq (where / denotes a charged lepton or
neutrino and q denotes a light, quark) were to occur 100% of the time, then
every bb decay would have a high yield of either e, fi, or v, or some combination
of the three (r if present contributes u, e and /i). A high yield of neutrinos
implies a large fraction of missing energy, and hence a low fraction of energy
appearing in charged particles. One can lower the predicted yield of fi or e, but
only by increasing the yield of i/, thereby lowering the charged energy fraction.
The CLEO measurements of charged energy fraction and fi + e yield are incon-
sistent with a dominant decay mode b —* //q. Similar sorts of arguments apply
to b —+ /qq and b —+ ch~.

Possibility (d), that b decays by W± orZ° gauge bosons (or gauge bosons with
similar properties), splits into three cases:

(d,i) bi, and bR are weak isospin singlets, b ,̂ mixes with S^ and/or di, (or
bft with SR, dR, or both) and decays in that way.

(d,ii) bi, is an unmixed singlet (or doublet), &H is a doublet with CR, and
decays by mixing with SR and/or dR.

(d,iii) bi, is a doublet with tL, and decays by mixing with SL and/or di, -
the Standard Model.

Case (d,i) is the simplest of the topless models. GIM no longer operates,
and there must by tree-level flavor changing neutral currents. As Kane and
Peskin-'-5' have shown, the ratio of branching ratios for B —» f+/~XandB —+
PvX must exceed 0.12. CLEO limits on B —» l+l~X, from dilepton yields from
T(4S), convincingly rule this out. '

Case (d,ii) is an ugly possibility, invented by Peskin and Tye1 ') to annoy their
experimental colleagues. The decay properties of such a model are very similar
to those predicted by the Standard Model, and CLEO was unable to convinc-
ingly rule this model out (statements in Ref. ^) notwithstanding). However,
the fore-aft asymmetry in the production process e+e~ —» bb, caused by 7 — Z°
interference, is quite different for this model (with bn, a member of a doublet)
and for the Standard Model (with bi, the doublet member). Measurements of
the b asymmetry at PETRA18) rule out this possibility. (The PETRA exper-
iments identified b-quark jets by the presence of leptons with high px relative
to the jet axis).

By elimination, we are left with the Standard Model, consistent with all mea-
surements of b production and decay, and with the firm conviction that top
must exist.



Having established that the dominant decays of b are in accord with the Stan-
dard Model, it remains to look for small amounts of non-Standard decays.
Given that some b decays are normal, the long lifetime of the proton implies
that the decay b —* /qq is indeed very small. •^") For other decay modes,
CLEO has looked, and has upper limits as follows:

0.5[Br(b -+ e + e-q) + Br(b -> H+fi~q)] < 1.2 X 10~3; 16)

0.5[Br(b -* M+e"q) + Br(b -> jTe+q)] < 2 x 10"3; 20)

0.5[Br(b -» ^e-q) + Br(b - T V q ) ] < 5 x lO"3; 20)

4. The sum |Vcb|2 -j- 2|Vub|2 equals 0.C50 ± 0.005.

This result is obtained by combining measurements of the b lifetime and b
semileptonic decay branching ratio. The lifetime measurements come from
PEP and PETRA,2 and typically use the impact parameter of leptons with PT
relative to the jet axis. The semileptonic decay branching ratio measurements
come from CESR,3 and use inclusive momentum spectra from T(4S).

5. The ratio |Vnb | / |Vcb | is small.

The best information on this ratio, by a large margin, comes from the lepton
spectrum in semileptonic B decay. Until recently, there were only upper limits.
This spring, ^ CLEO presented an analysis of their new iepton spectra which
showed a 2a excess beyond the endpoint for b —> clis. At the summer Electron-
Photon Symposium, ARGUS ' presented confirmation. Since the time of the
Workshop, CLEO has performed an independent analysis of their data, and
now has a 4 <r excess. ) There are uncertainties in the theoretical models used
to convert the excess number of leptons to a value for |Vnb |/ |Vcb | . So, while
|Vnb| has been convincingly (4 a) shown to be non-zero, all that can be said
about |Vub | / |Vcb | , at present, is that it lies near O.I.23'

6. B° and B° Mix.

This was first shown by ARGUS,24> and later confirmed by CLEO.25) The
technique used was to observe like-sign dileptons from T(4S) decay,

3The pioneer measurements were: Fernandez, E., et al. (MAC), Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 1022
(1983); Lockyer, N.S., et al. (Mark II), Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 1316 (1983).
For a recent compilation, see Ref. '

3Early work includes: Ref.12>; Chen, A., et td. (CLEO), Phys. Rev. Lett. 52, 1084 (1984);
Klopfenstein, C, et al. (CUSB), Phys. Rev. Lett. B130, 444 (1983).
For a recent compilation, see Ref. "«



5.2.1 In considering how the present-day experimental knowledge about tlie

b quark has been obtained, there are two dear features.

• After the initial discovery, all information has come from e+e~ facilities.

» All information has come from inclusive features of b decay; B reconstruction
has had little impact.

In the preceding, I have not considered B spectroscopy or QCD aspects of B
decay. These are not, in my opinion, fundamental in nature. Nonetheless, they
require attention, for two (related) reasons:

(i) The experimental information has "engineering" value; and

(ii) the experimental information can be used to test and improve phenomeno-
logical models, and these models have engineering value. (By "engineering
value", I mean that the information can be used to help interpret other exper-
iments, which do provide information of a fundamental nature). So, below I
list what has been learned so far about B spectroscopy and QCD aspects of B
decay, how it has been learned, and what engineering value it has.

1. B Meson Masses.

These have been measured by reconstructing b mesons from T(4S) decay,
first by CLEO, °) and more recently to higher precision by both CLEO
and ARGUS.27) These measurements determine M(T(4S)) - 2MB, and
from that, the momentum of B mesons from T(4S) decays.4 This quantity
is used in comparing measured lepton spectra (measured in the T(4S) rest
frame) with models of semileptonic B decay (giving spectra in the B rest
frame), a comparison used in extracting information about B-»u! i / from
lepton spectra. Measurements of B meson masses also give the B* — B°
mass difference, which bears on the B+B~/B°B production ratio in T(4S)
decay, a quantity helpful in extracting B° — B mixing information from
the yields of like-sign and opposite-sign dileptons from T(4S).

2. The Branching Ratio for B -»ipX.

This has been determined by CLEO and ARGUS,28 ' by reconstructing
V> —» l+l~ events in T(4S) decay. A knowledge of the branching ratio helps
one understand the role of color-mixed diagrams in hadronic B decay. The
if) from the inclusive decay B —* TJJX. may prove to be a useful tag of B in
studying bb hadronic production.

3. Exclusive B Decay Branching Ratios: DTT, D*TT, q&K, ^K*.

•'Actually, this momentum of the B meson is the quantity directly determined; from it,
M(T(4S)) — 2 M B is determined, and from that, the B meson mass.



These have been measured by reconstructing B mesons from T(4S) decay,
by CLEO and ARGUS.27) They provide tests of models of hadronic B
decay.

4. Branching Ratios for B Exclusive Semileptonic Decays: B —» D/J/, B —•
D*/i/, B -» D**/i/.

These have been measured by ARGUS and CLEO29) by studying the cor-
relations between the leptons and D and D* in T(4S) decays. They provide
tests of models of semileptonic B decay, which are important for obtaining
Vub from lepton spectra.

5.3 What Remains to be Learned?

Having established that the b quark is just what everyone thought is was,
we are left with two basic questions.

A. Does the phase in the K-M matrix "explain" CP violation?
B. Does anything besides W ± mediate b decay?
To answer these two questions, one should:

1. Determine the K-M angles and phase.

2. Determine mt and BK-

3. Observe CP violation in B decay.

4. Measure a variety of allowed B-decay processes, and search for forbidden pro-
cesses.

Having done items 1 and 2, one is in a position to confront the kaon CP
violation measurements with a firm prediction from the "K-M phase". By doing item
3, one can further test the "K-M phase" explanation of CP violation. Disagreement
here might suggest something in addition to W* as a mediator of b decay. Finally,
item 4 provides additional tests of W* as the sole mediator of b decay. In addition,
while one is working on determining the K-M angles and phase (item 1), one may
find evidence for something other than "W^ from apparent inconsistencies in results.

I will now comment on each of the four items of business.

1. Determining the K-M angles and phase.

My discussion assumes only 3 families. The situation is much messier if there
are four or more families. (Note added: LEP results^") strongly suggest that
the 3-family assumption is a good one.)

Decays involving the first two families determine only one angle, roughly speak-
ing, the Cabibbo angle, b decay must determine the rest - 2 more angles, 1



phase. Obviously, one must measure at least 3 independent quantises. But
that's all there appear to be: the b lifetime, (b -» u)(b -> c), and B° - B°
mixing. So one must measure and use all three.

But things are tougher than that. Factors other than the K-M matrix elements
enter into B° —B mixing, and these must be determined before one can extract
K-M information from mixing measurement. The expression for r, the ratio of
B°B° + B°B° decays to B0B° decays from T(4S), can be written13)

B J 3 2

where I have assumed that only W* contributes to the box diagram for mixing.5

So, to learn about the K-M matrix from B° — B mixing, one must first know
mt, BB and fa, or at least know m,2BBfB2-

One approach is to ask CDF and/or DO to measure m t, to ask lattice gauge
theorist to calculate BB, and to measure fB by measuring the branching ratio
for B —> rv. (Since this last measurement looks very tough, one may consider
a total cop-out, and ask the lattice gauge theorists to calculate- fs also).

A second approach, less dependent on others, is to measure B, — B, mixing
in addition to Bd° — Bd° mixing. It does not depend on unknown K-M angles
and phase (again with the assumption that only W* contributes to the box
diagram), and gives one

tffl, BBlm t
2>\

commentary. The b lifetime has already been measured to sufficient accuracy.
(6 —» u)/(b —y c) will be measured to sufficient accuracy in the next few years.
Bd° —Bd mixing has already been measured, but the things needed to interpret
it have not. Quite possibly fs and B, — B, mixing won't be measured for a while.
So, with TB and (b —* u)/(b —> c), one will have the K-M matrix strongly
constrained, but not determined.

2. Determining mt

Neither of these are the direct business of b physics. So, I pass mt off on CDF
and DO (sending them all of my recent graduate students to help), and pass
BK off on the lattice gauge theorists.

3. Observing CP Violation in B decay.

This is tough, and I have no useful comments at this time.

sIf there are charged Higgs, this expression changes. So, one way of finding evidence for some-
thing other than W* as a mediator of b transitions would be to discover that, within the other
constraints on Sj , S3 and S, Eq. 1 cannot be made to agree with measurements of r.

4-10



4. Measuring a variety of allowed B-decay processes, and searching for forbidden
processes.

Measuring allowed B-decay processes is an open-ended endeavor, and I will
just give three examples. As the first, I have already noted that, in the ab-
sence of a charged Higgs contribution, Bs — B, mixing is expressible in terms
of fBi2BB1ml

2, consequently a measurement of B, — B, mixing along with a
determination of fB»2BBimt

2 probes for charged Higgs. For the second, measure
the branching ratio for B —• Xri/. If one ignores bound-state effects, the ratio
of rates for B —> Xri/ and B —* Xfiv are given by phase-space considerations if
both are mediated only by W*. B —* XT^V will increase if a charged Higgs is
involved. For the third example, measure rare allowed b-decay processes such
as the on-loop-diagram decay b —> S7. Should the rate differ significantly from
theoretical expectations, it might be an indication of something new running
around in the loop. (Or, it might be an indication that the theorists still don't
have their QCD act together).

Searrhing for forbidden processes means pushing down the limits on the tree-
level flavor changing neutral current decays b -» fi+n~q, b -* e/iq, b —>
erq, b —> firq.

Again, I must add in topics from B spectroscopy and QCD aspects of B-decay,
needed for engineering.

A precision measurement of the B±/B° lifetime ratio (or equivalently,
the ratio of the semileptonic decay branching ratios for B* andB0) provides
a check on the role of other than spectator diagrams in B decay. In e+e~
experiments, this can be done by tagging one B from T(4S) and observing
the semileptonic decay of the other B. Perhaps fixed targets will be able to
measure directly the lifetimes of reconstructed B* and B°.

More branching ratios for exclusive B decays are needed, to test theo-
retical models and more specifically to provide insight on how to study CP
violation in B decay. These branching ratios can be measured by recon-
structing B's.

5.4 What Will, and What Won't be Accomplished with e+c" Facilities
Now in Place?

5.4.1 The Facilities.

The e+e" facilities now in place that are relevant to b physics are CLEO II at CESR,
ARGUS at DORIS, and the four detectors at LEP. I base my discussion on CLEO
both because I am familiar with it and because, on technical grounds, it should do
at least as well as the others.

CLEO has undergone several stages of upgrade, and it is useful to identify
three, denoted as CLEO 1,1.5 and II. For charged particle tracking and identification,



Table

CLEOI
CLEO 1.5
CLEO II

4: Table 4: Evolution of CLEO Program

1980-85, 4S runs
1987 4S run
by the end of 1991

Integrated
Luminosity

100 pb"1

300 pb"1

2400 pb-1

Number of
BB events

70 K
200 K
1.6 M

CLEO I used a 17-layer drift chamber with dE/dx measuring capabilities. CLEO 1.5
and II use a 51-layer drift chamber with dE/dx capabilities. The new drift chamber
gives much-improved momentum resolution and electron identification. There have
been progressive improvements in CLEO's "vertex detectors", but we still can't see
individual D vertices.

For photon detection and electrcmagnetic showers, CLEO I and 1.5 used
a lead/gas shower counter, with energy resolution of 20% /T/E and solid angle
coverage of 50%. CLEO II has a Csl crystal calorimeter, with energy resolution of
2% j-Jl, and solid angle coverage greater than 95%. The CLEO crystal calorimeter
is a very major improvement for photon detection and also a significant improvement
for electron identification.

CLEO II will be modestly better for muon identification than CLEO I and
1.5.

The most striking improvement from CLEO 1.5 to CLEO II is for photon
detection. CLEO II is the first e+e" detector to combine very good charged particle
detection with very good photon detection. The most obvious gain from this is
greatly increased efficiency for reconstructing B's. But, reconstructing B's has so
far contributed little to our understanding of the b quark. It remains to be seen
whether B reconstruction will play an important role in the future.

The CESR storage ring has undergone stages of luminosity upgrades, with
more planned for the near future. History and projection for CESR are shown below.

What about ARGUS? It will receive less integrated luminosity than CLEO
II in the next few years. Also, it is generally not as good a detector. But, it will
have a high quality vertex detector, which for some studies may be an advantage.

What about LEP? For most things, B's nearly at rest, as at CLEO and
ARGUS, are an advantage. But for a few things, fast-moving b's in separate jets,
as at LEP, are an advantage. To take full advantage of fast-moving b's requires a
precision vertex detector and a small diameter beam pipe, something none of the
LEP detectors currently have, but something they plan for upgrades. The fraction of
events containing b's is comparable for LEP and CLEO/ARGUS. But the ability to
subtract the continuum background by running on and below the T(4S) resonance
favors the low-energy facilities. As for rates, LEP expects 10T Z's per experiment by
the end of 1991, which translates into 1.5 M BB events per experiment, comparable



to CLEO II.

5.4.2 Predictions on What Will/Won't be Measured by 1992, in e+e~ Facilities.

' 1. (b -* u)/(b -* c).

CLEO 1.5 has a 4<r effect, with 300 pb"1 . With 8 times more luminosity,
and a better detector, CLEO II should close the subject. However, there are
theoretical difficulties in passing from an excess in leptons from B —> ulv,
beyond the B —t civ endpoint, to a value for vnb/vcb. Theoretical progress
and/or new experimental approaches are called for. My guess is that they
will be forthcoming, and v^j, will be known to ±10% by 1992, which is quite
sufficient accuracy.

2. Bd° - Bd° Mixing

CLEO 1.5 has a measurement or r = 0.20 ± 0.09. CLEO II should be able to
reduce the error to ±0.03, a 15% measurement, sufficient accuracy.

3. m t.

You tell me! My guess is that CDF will have this by 1992.

4. fB.

This is very tough experimentally. It is highly unlikely that an experimental de-
termination will be made by 1992. But there will be lattice gauge computations
by then.

5. B s - B. Mixing.

Another very difficult experiment. Except for a very small region of K-M
matrix parameter space, the Ba" — Ba mixing result rd = 0.2 implies that
r, will saturate at 1.0, and it will be necessary to study time development to
extract the interesting quantity, AM/I1. That rules out CLEO and ARGUS. A
LEP experiment, with 107 z's, 3 x 108 b's, would, at a guess, have 3 x 105B,'s,
and optimistically might be able to reconstruct 103 of them. Depending on
what price is paid to obtain the flavor tag (polarized beams is the way to go),
this might be enough. My gut feeling is that I have been too optimistic, and
LEP will not have a measurement by 1992.

6. Forbidden Decays.

CLEO II will improve their limits by a factor of 5 from luminosity considerations
alone (the limits are based on CLEO I data, not CLEO 1.5), and might do better
because of the improved detector or because of a new idea.



7. CP Violation in B Decay.

Unless someone gets a brilliant idea, it is very unlikely that CP violation in B
decay will be observed with existing e+e~ facilities. An e+e~ b factory, with
1034cm~2/sec luminosity is required.

5.5 Goals for a B-Physics Experiment Runniug after 1092.

Having made my guesses at what will be learned by 1992,1 will close by listing the
goals for a b-physics experiment running after that date.

1. Complete the determination of the K-M matrix.

(i) Check (b —> u)/(b —> c), by measuring rates for B —» p/i/, B -+ Trlv,
normalized to those for B —» D/D*/i/, and /or measuring rates for B° —+ jr+ff~,
normalized to those for B° —» D*w.

(ii) Obtain information needed to use Bd° — Ba mixing result, i.e., either
measure B, — B, mixing with its time development, or measure the branching
ratio for B* —» T^U.

2. Conduct a sensitive search for new physic? in b decay - FCNC, exotic decays,
charged Higgs.

(i) b —> e+e~q, M+I/~q> at the 10~B level.

(ii) b —> erq, i/rq at the 10~3 level, b —* e/iq at the 10~s level.

(iii) b —* crv vs. 6 —* cfi/e v, to 20% accuracy.

3. Determine the dynamics of hadronic B decay - the role of color-mixed spectator
diagrams, the role of non-spectator diagrams, etc.

(i) A precision measurement (±3%) of the B± /B° branching ratio.

(ii) Branching ratios for B —» D/D*nx, n = 1,2,3,4,...; resonance struc-
ture among multipion final states; (nir)° vs. (nir)~.

(iii) Baryons in B decay - how are they produced - color-mixed diagrams
with qq popping or color-unmixed diagrams, with diquark popping.

4. Observe CP Violation in B decay.

6 Repor t s of Working Groups

This section contains the reports of the Fixed Target Heavy Quark Working Groups.

6.1 Report of the Charm and Beauty Photoproduction Study Group

Reported by John P. Cumalat, chairman



6.1.1 Introduction.

The fixed target program studying charm particles has had its greatest successes
in a photon beam. Experiment E-691 has made tremendous contributions to our
knowledge of charm decays and it is expected that the yield of charm particles from
E-687 will be roughly 10 times more than that of E-691. The photon group set
as a goal to produce 109 charm particles on target with a hope of reconstructing
10% of the produced particles. The number of beauty particles produced would
be approximately 106. This is a yield roughly 100 times beyond what is planned
for E-687. As it was recognized that future photoproduction experiments would
be beam-limited, our group chose to concentrate on charm physics. If 109 charm
particles were produced, then there would appear to be little competition from other
facilities with the possible exception of a dedicated tau-charm factory.

With a goal of producing a billion charm particles, there are several issues
to be addressed. The f rst issue is whether it is possible to construct a photon beam
with a high enough intensity. Secondary issues involved whether it would be possible
to adequately survive the increased electron-positron pair rates and whether it would
become necessary to have specialized trigger schemes.

Finally, a Monte Carlo program was used to look at deficiencies in accep-
tances and particle identification in the E-687 spectrometer. A particular reaction
IP —> ACD~X was chosen where the Ae was forced to subsequently decay into
pKw and the D into Kinr. The photon initiating the reaction was drawn from
a bremsstrahlung spectrum between 50 and 350 GeV and was targeted according
to the E-687 beam profile. The charm quark pair was produced according to the
photon-gluon fusion model with the gluon structure function taken to depend as
(1-x)5. Dressing of the charm quarks into hadrons assumed the hard fragmentation
function 6 (z-1)- The decays of the hadrons were generated according to phase space.
Finally multiple scattering of the charm particles in the detector material, as well
as K and T decays, were fully simulated.

The design of new vertex detectors which are radiation hard and new
upgraded data aquisition systems was left for specialty groups in the fixed target
heavy Savor detector group.

6.1.2 Beam Studies.

It was assumed that a similar beam to the double band configuration in PB area
at Feimilab would be used. As the photon beam is obtained via clectron(positron)
bremmstrahlung, a study was performed by Peter Kasper examining the increases
in the electron beam intensity due to the higher primary proton energy available
with a main injector. (Calculations were done independently by Peter Garbincius
and Anthony Malensek which confirmed these results.) The study used the Double-
band beamline as it exists with a 3.4 meter liquid deuterium target. The results are
only for the electron "half of the beam. The results of the study are presented in



Figure 3. For comparison, a yield of 3.7 X 10 5 electrons per 800 GeV proton with
a mean electron energy of 350 GeV was obtained from the last E-687 run using a
15 inch long beryllium target. The use of a liquid deuterium production target and
the positron flux (in addition to the electron flux) will increase this to more than
1.0 x 10~4 in the next running period. Hence with a factor of 3 increase due to the
main injector and a factor of roughly 15 from the energy upgrade , an increase of
nearly 50 could be achieved. To push the rate another factor of 10 would require
running at a lower electron energy of 200 GeV. This reduced electron energy would
be fine for charm physics, but would significantly compromise beauty physics.

6.1.3 Pair Rates and Associated Problems.

In order to achieve a billion charm events on tape, the experiment must be capable
of hadronic interaction rates of 100 kHz which implies pair production rates of
order 100 MHz. At such rates and assuming gate widths which are at least tens
of nanoseconds, several pair events, on average, will occur in the same gate-length
interval as a hadronic event. A study was performed by Jerome Busenitz, Jeff Appel,
and Steve Gourlay to understand the degree to which these "embedded pairs" affect
the reconstruction of heavy-flavor states. The study focussed on the effects of track
finding and particle identification. A paper entitled Embedded e+e~ Pairs in Heavy
Flavor Photoproduction "**) details the simulation. Basically the study used the
E-687 Monte Carlo and spectrometer.

The study investigated the effects of up to 5 pairs embedded in the mi-
crostrip silicon detector and the main spectrometer chambers when a charm particle
decayed. The ppirs were allowed to produce light in the Cerenkov counters. The
results of the study are interesting. The biggest effect with 5 embedded pairs is that
the reconstruction time increases by an order of magni tude. The reconstruc-
tion efficiency for both the D and the Ac is only decreased by 30%. A further study
examined the effect of deadening the wires in the pair region and placing narrow
baffles in the Cerenkov counters to eliminate confusion due to the spreading of light
on to more than one cell. The argument for deadening the wires along the pair
region is that they cannot be made efficient and that they will draw a lot of current.
Individual track efficiency was reduced from 97% to 90% in the pair region by wire
deadening. (The reason the efficiency did not go to zero is that wires crossing the
region, but not entirely lying in the pair swath were not deadened.) With wire dead-
ening and narrow baffles the study reported very little dependence in going from 0
to 3 pairs per event. (Due to lack of time the 5 pair case was not studied with the
baffles in place.)

The reconstruction efficiency does depend on the number of embedded
pairs in the event. The ratio of efficiency in the case of 5 pairs/event to no pairs
was found to be between 0.7 to 0.8. However, the results indicate that multiple
embedded pairs do not pose major losses to the efficiency for reconstructing heavy

H-ih
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flavor states.

6.1.4 Acceptances.

A Monte Carlo simulation of the acceptance of the reaction given in the Introduc-
tion was performr i by Jerome Busenitz. A paper entitled Acceptances for Charm
Photoproduction ^ presents many histograms and plots.

Figure 4 shows the acceptances for various cuts in the case that the charm
particle momentum or XF is not integrated over. The acceptances after the silicon
microstrip acceptance cuts are plotted with large diamonds, the acceptances after
the main spectrometer wire chamber acceptance cuts with squares, the acceptances
after the "Cerenkov" cuts with small diamonds, and finally the acceptances after
the "AZ/IT, >6" cuts are plotted with the four-legged squares. Especially for the
"Cerenkov" requirements or the "Az/<rz >6" requirements, there is quite a bit of
variation in acceptance with momentum or x j .

From the acceptances presented in Fig. 4, we see that the track reconstruc-
tion and particle ID cuts account for a loss of roughly one half of the events. The
effect of the vertex cuts depends strongly, as expected, on the lifetime of the charm
state. After the cut Az/<rr >6, about one-third of the charged D's and less than
10% of the Ac's are left. (The < az >'s for the D's and Ae's passing the "Cerenkov"
level cuts are 540 microns and 610 microns, respectively. The corresponding average
momenta are 78 and 85 GeV/c, respectively. The fraction of decays passing the cut
Az/ffj >n is given roughly by exp-n< crz > / ( < P > C T / M ) . )

From inspection of Fig. 4, the acceptance of the SSD and track-finding
algorithm for all the charm decay products begins to fall steeply as the momentum
becomes less than 50 GeV/c or as XF becomes less than 0.25. The reason for this
is geometrical: at least one of the tracks doesn't go through enough SSD planes (a
minimum of 6 out of 12 is required) to be reconstructed. Were one to attempt to
construct a station at that point with acceptance for most the tracks missed by the
E687 SSD detector, the outer dimensions required would be something like 16x16
cm3. (A station constructed further upstream, of course, would not have to be as
large.)

Apart from tracks being outside the geometrical acceptance, one also has
losses due to silicon strip inefficiencies and multiple scattering. For the states studied
here, however, these losses are not very large: averaged over all possible topologies,
better than 98% of the geometically accepted tracks are found.

As can be seen from Figure 4, adding particle ID cuts reduces acceptances
across the board, but most striking is that beyond momenta of 100 GeV/c or xp
greater than about 0.5, the Cerenkov cuts turn the acceptance over. This last feature
is mainly due to the fact that the E-687 counters are gas threshold counters, although
the fact that the particle ID algorithm does not use pulse height information is also
a contributing factor, in which case kaons essentially cannot be separated from pions



above 62 GeV/c. A significant improvement to the particle identification efficiency
could be achieved with the addition of a ring imaging Cerenkov counter capable of
separating pions from kaons from protons up to 150 GeV.

The effect of applying vertex cuts depends strongly on the lifetime of the
charmed state. For the strongest vertex cut shown, the charged D acceptance was
reduced by about 25% while the acceptance for the charm baryon fell by about a
factor of 6. In viewing the results of these vertex cuts, however, it must be kept
in mind that this study used a very simple method for determining the error in
the position of the primary vertex. Reduction of the uncertainties in the vertex
positions, even by just a factor of -^2, would greatly improve the acceptance for the
short-lived charm states.

6.1.5 Triggers.

With now designed data aquisition systems only 1 event in 3 would need to be
rejected in order to get everything written to magnetic tape while running with
hadronic data rates of 100 kHz.. However it would be extremely beneficial to reduce
the amount of tape written with little loss in charm or beauty events.

Phil Yager studied the effects of implementing a Eperp trigger similiar to
that used by experiment E-691. The study was somewhat crude as no spectrometer
was simulated and the effect of magnetic fields was not considered. However the re-
sults are remarkable. The key factor seems to be to have large angular acceptance.
Figure 5 presents EPERP plots assuming a photon energy of 250 GeV, an energy
resolution 75%/y/Energy, and an angular resolution of 7 milliradians. The central 7
milliradian angular region is excluded. The solid curve shows both the Vector Domi-
nance Model generated events while the dashed curve represents the Lund generated
charm events. In Fig. 5a the outside acceptance is cut off at 60 milliradians while in
Fig. 5b it is cut off at 100 milliradians. The interesting features of the study is that
the effect appears to be not particularly sensitive to angular segmentation, energy
resolution, and the energy of the interacting gamma. Further studies are required
with a magnetic field and with contamination from electromagnetic pairs included,
but the prospects look quite good for this trigger.

6.1.6 Conclusions.

A photon experiment capable of obtaining a bilBon charm events is feasible with
a Fermilab energy upgrade to ,1.5 TeV and an intensity upgrade from the main
injector. The backgrounds resulting from 100 MHz pair rates also appear to be
under control. Such an experiment would be unparalleled in accumulating rare
charm particle decays.
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Figure 5: EPERP distributions -with outside acceptances of (a) 60mr and (b) lOOmr.
Tie curves are described in the text.



6.2 Detector Elements for a High-Rate Fixed-Target Beauty Expei
ment

Reported by W. Selove and D. Kaplan for the Hadroproduction working grou p a]
the High Rate Detector Technology working group

6.2.1 Introduction.

This group concentrated on possibilities for increasing the total number of reco
structed B mesons in an open-geometry experiment. The present aim for E771, i
open-geometry B experiment about to start up, is to operate at 107 interactio
per second, producing about 2 x 107 BB pairs in a year's run with an 800 Gt
proton beam. It appears that as compared to the number of J3's which may
reconstructed in that experiment, an increase by 30 to 100 times could be obtain
by the following measures:

1. Increase the interaction rate by 10, to 108 interactions per second;

2. Increase the fraction of I?'s reconstructed, by a) extending the angular coveraj
and b) incorporating high performance particle ID and e-m detection.

These steps are estimated to produce the result that in a run of 3 X 106 li
seconds the experiment would make over 2 X 108 BB pairs in one year. With t
muon triggers presently planned, this would lead to several times 104 reconstruct
B's, including over 10* tagged and reconstructed J?'s.

We considered primarily the detector performance possibilities for an op
geometry B experiment, operating with high-prlepton (muon) triggers. After soi
initial studies, we focused on a design in which the full-energy proton beam frc
the Tevatron is passed directly through a silicon vertex detector, as in E771. 'S
then addressed the following detailed questions:

a) radiation damage in the silicon vertex detector
b) speed and cost of silicon electronics
c) pattern recognition and tracking
d) angular coverage
e) particle ID
f) e-m detection.

6.2.2 Requirements on Beam.

For an 800 GeV beam on a modest -Z nucleus such as Si, the fraction of all inelasi
interactions which will produce BB pairs is estimated at about 10~6. (Berger es
mates 3 to 6 x 10~7 for 800 GeV pp. We then multiply by A0-28, which is 2.5 f
Si.) We consider the possibility of operating at an interaction rate about 10 tim
higher than the present aim of E771, thus at 108 IPS (interactions per second),



several times 10" interactions per year (2 to 3 x 106 live seconds). With a total
target thickness of approximately 10% of an interaction length, this requires 109

beam particles per second. We are then dealing with 3 x 10xs beam particles per
year (and 2 X 108 BB produced per year, or more).

Is the radiation level tolerable if one has an integrated beam flux of 3 x 1015

beams in silicon planes per year? This corresponds to about 100 MRad if the beam
is concentrated in one cm2, from beam particles alone. Radiation damage from
secondaries will come close to doubling this total.

We have considered the possibility of sending an intense beam through
a small hole (say 1 mm diameter) in the vertex detector. However, if one puts
measurement planes within 1 or 2 cm of the target, the radiation damage from sec-
ondaries is prohibitively large at several times 101* interactions per year, because
small angle secondaries from the cumulated interactions all deposit energy in the
same small area bordering the hole. Moreover, with a beam-hole-type geometry
pattern recognition problems in the vertex detector become very severe for interac-
tion rates greater than one per bucket. For these combined reasons we opt for a
spread-out beam.

100 MRad in each 3 X 10a live seconds is too high for assured performance,
according to present knowledge. We propose that the beam be spread over 10 — 20
cm2. Silicon wafers of sufficient size to permit such a beam area are readily available.

6.2.3 Target Design.

Figures 1 and 6 (Figure 6 is a layout of a single target station) show a possible
distributed target design for a next-generation B experiment. In each of 8 or 10
target stations there would be a thin target foil and a number of measurement
planes. Figure 6 shows, for each target station, 5 double-sided strip planes and 2
pixel planes. The locations and spacing of these planes are discussed below.

Seven 300/tm planes of silicon correspond to 0.46% of an interaction length
and 2.2% of a radiation length. Additional interaction material in each target station
is provided by an inert target foil. The inert foil should add significantly to the
number of interaction lengths and as little as possible to the radiation lengths.
It should be physically thin, for two reasons: First, to reduce confusion between
secondary interaction vertices and decay vertices. Second, if the z location of a
primary vertex is constrained to ±0.5 to 1.0 mm, then a very rapid impact-parameter
determination can be made for an outgoing triggering muon without the necessity
for first fully reconstructing all outgoing tracks; this could give much assistance in
providing fast on-line "Level I F filtering. Inert foils of 2 mm thickness, of Be or
Si, would be well suited to these needs, and would give rise to half of the primary
interactions.

For most secondary tracks, track measurements are obtained from the
planes in many stations following the production vertex; there will typically be
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about 10 hits on each track in each view. In each target station the planes are
positioned on the basis of several considerations: providing multiplicity-jump in-
formation, distinguishing charged 5's from neutral JB's and providing a substantial
decay interval free of interacting material.

Two pixel planes are shown in each target station. Suitable very high speed
pixel planes, with satisfactory radiation tolerance, have not yet been fabricated, but
it appears that intensive development efforts will be under way in the very near
future. Pixel planes play a very important role in a high rate B experiment. They
are needed both in the vertex detector and in the downstream spectrometer, where
they provide coverage at small angles down to zero degrees. Pixel element size
is chosen to give low occupancy even at 108 interactions per second. In the vertex
detector there will be on the average about 20 beam tracks per bucket (about 1 beam
track per cm2), and a similar number of secondary tracks from two interactions per
bucket. The secondary tracks will not all be well separated in the first pixel planes
following an interaction, but will in general be very well separated in the following
stations. To separate 10 tracks in a cone of 50 mrad half angle at 5 cm, with an
occupancy of order 0.01, pixels of size 100 X 100 or 150 X 150 pm are adequate. With
such pixel size, a beam area of 3 x 3 cm2 can be covered with an array of 256 x 256
pixels.

The pix.el planes are shown as a pair, with spacing several millimeters in
each station. They are used for pattern recognition and road making as discussed
in a following section.

6.2.4 Speed and Cost of Silicon Electronics.

A vertex detector of the type described above will require about an order of magni-
tude more strip channels than E771. At this Workshop R. Van Berg and D. Christian
have addressed the questions of performance and cost of such a system. The present
Fennilab SSD electronics system is able to operate at single bucket speed and at
trigger rates of 106 per second. Christian and Van Berg report that it is reasonable
to expect that a next generation system could be built using much more extensively
integrated elements from front-end to readout, with probable better signal/noise
and with greatly simplified interconnections. They state that after an engineering
cost on the order of $106, it is "probable that the incremental cost per channel of
a system designed to run in 1995 would be more than one order of magnitude less
than the cost per channel of the present system."

6.2.5 Vertex detector.

Pixel planes are an essential part of the present vertex detector design. Hits in these
planes, at distances typically of 5 to 15 cm downstream of the production vertex,
will be used to make tracking roads. Once a track is identified in two stations, i.e.,
in two pairs of pixel planes, the corresponding track can be readily identified in



the strip planes, which will have much higher precision, and the road width then
becomes very narrow.

In the strip planes near the primary vertex tracks will be very close to-
gether. The present E771 electronics reads out either single-strip hits, when the
signal in a single strip is large enough, or the hits from summed pairs, when the
signal from a track is shared between two adjacent strips but does not give a large
enough signal in either one to produce output from the single-strip discriminator.
For a very high rate experiment we anticipate that a high-pf-muon trigger, while
reducing the interaction rate by a factor of perhaps 1000 to give a "Level-I" trig-
ger, will still give a trigger rate sufficiently high that it will be important to use
additional on-line filtering with a "Level-II" system. Toward this end, it will be
advantageous to have both single-strip signals and summed-strip signals read out.
As D. Potter pointed out, "if one has five adjacent strips giving signals there is in
effect no tracking information at all."

At 108 IPS in a 10% detector, there will be ON THE AVERAGE 20 beam
tracks per bucket. Because of imperfect duty cycle and because of trigger bias
(triggering leptons are more likely to occur when the number of beam tracks in a
bucket is high) the average number of beams in a triggered bucket is likely to be 30
to 40.

Most high-pt-lepton triggers will occur from minimum bias interactions
which happen to produce high multiplicity secondaries in that bucket. We estimate
that if one runs at an average rate of 108 IPS the average triggering bucket will have 3
or 4 interactions with perhaps 30 beam tracks, 20 secondary particles produced from
primary interactions, and 10 or 15 additional tertiary small-angle tracks, at angles
below 0.1 radian, produced by 3 further interactions of the secondary particles. On
the average there would then be 3 primary vertices with separations between them
of about 5 to 10 cm and separations in x or y of typically 1 cm each. Each of these
primary vertices would produce 6 to 8 small-angle charged secondaries. In addition
there would be 1 or 2 secondary interactions, each producing a few small-angle
particles.

This is a fairly heavy load for a pattern recognition system to unscramble.
One is helped by the fact that from each primary interaction the small-angle tracks
spread rather little; consequently, it will in general be true that the secondary tracks
from separate primary interactions do not intermingle seriously with each other
near the production vertex. Ten cm downstream the main group of secondaries
from u production vertex is still contained "within a cone 6 to 8 mm in diameter.
Nevertheless, if many interactions are simultaneously present in one bucket it can
be difficult to unravel all the separate tracks. It may be necessary to reduce the
intensity to perhaps 0.5 x 10s IPS; many of the confusion effects are proportional
to the square of the interaction rate. Still another alternative is to spread the
beam transversely into separate regions - e.g. two regions of 5 cm3 each, separated
transversely by several cm, so that in each of two vertex detectors the interaction



rate is only 1 per bucket instead of 2. • .
Clearly the problem of tracking and pattern recognition is a serious one.

From present experience it is clear that it is very important to include pixel planes
in the vertex detector. Only a fraction of all planes in the vertex detector need
be segmented in pixels. The pixel signals will serve to make roads very rapidly,
and strip signals found in those roads will produce much narrower roads, also very
rapidly.

With pixel planes included, is there a marked difference between a rate
of 1 interaction per bucket and 2 interactions per bucket? Probably not. Even at
1 interaction per bucket the average muon-triggered event will not have any true
decay vertices, but will instead have a relatively high secondary multiplicity, and
will frequently have a further secondary interaction 10 cm or more downstream from
the primary vertex. Electronics already built into the E771 detecter will make it
easy to detect the presence of two such interaction vertices, and impact-parameter
algorithms under study promise to readily determine, on line, whether a true decay
vertex is present, or whether instead the triggering union is consistent with having
come from a pion produced at the production vertex and decaying at some point
along the path to the muon shield.

6.2.6 Downstream tracjring.

An important measure in increasing the fraction of events in which B's can be
reconstructed is extending the angular coverage of the detector. There are two
angular regions which need particular attention in this connection: angles near 0°,
and angles outside the acceptance of the main spectrometer. We address here the
question of coverage at very small angles.

With a very high intensity beam, such as the 109 per second beam proposed
here, one typically puts a beam hole through the entire downstream spectrometer.
With a beam of extended area, as proposed here, this would lead to a particularly
serious loss of coverage for small angle tracks, and resulting loss of reconstruction
capability. We propose that the beam holes in the downstream chambers be filled by
silicon pixel planes, similar to those to be used in the vertex detector. Since the pixel
plane characteristics discussed above for the vertex detector provide satisfactory
ability to handle both a large number of beam tracks and a concentrated group
of secondary tracks, such planes would be able to handle without difficulty the hit
density in the beam region at the downstream chambers. KuzminsM and Selove
have studied this problem in detail and suggest the following arrangement: Pixel
planes would be used in the beam region out to a distance of 10 cm or so from the
beam. Beyond that distance one would use PWC's out to about 30 cm from the
beam. The PWC's would be built with 1 mm wire spacing, or alternatively with
staggered planes using 2 mm wire spacing. Beyond 30 cm small-cell drift chambers
would be used.
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6.2.7 Angular coverage.

In the previous section we have discussed extending the angular coverage down to 0°.
In order to increase the fraction of reconstructed B's to a maximum, it is important
also to extend the coverage outwards beyond the 5° or 10° which is the limit of
acceptance in a typical open-geometry high energy spectrometer.

In this connection, we note that it is feasible to extend tracking coverage
to much larger angles, for the relatively soft tracks at such angles, by placing a
relatively small analyzing magnet just after the vertex detector. Such a magnet
could have far less aperture and bending power than the main spectrometer magnet
or magnets, and yet could provide adequate momentum measurement at angles out
to 40° or more.

For satisfactory coverage of particles emitted at these larger angles, the
detector should include at these angles not only tracking but also e-m measurement,
and particle ID to the greatest extent possible.

6.2.8 Partide ID.

For an rf bucket in which a B and a B are produced end decay into the down-
stream spectrometer, some 10 to 15 secondary tracks will typically pass through
the spectrometer. In the event that there is in addition a second interaction in the
same bucket (a minimum bias event) there will be a small number of additional
tracks. The particle-identifying element in the spectrometer must thus be able to
routinely handle some 20 separate tracks. Moreover, it must have single-bucket time
resolution, to avoid pileup effects.

This job can be done, in principle, with a conventional type of RICH
detector, using ionization detection of Cherenkov photons. Mark Adams described
a system of this kind.

An alternative type of photodetector for a RICH counter was described
by Peter Cooper. In his design, one uses phototubes, in a pixel arrangement, to
detect Cherenkov photons. Cooper described a design for such a phototube-RICE
("pRICH") detector for a beauty experiment, which could give K/ir separation up to
100 GeV/c and p/K separation up to 200 GeV/c. The angular range to be covered
was taken to be ±200 mrad horizontally and ±100 mrad vertically. This design was
a variation, for a larger angular region, of the pRICH designed for E781.

Some particular advantages of the pRICH approach include pixel type
response, high rate capability, relatively straightforward gas problems, and potential.
for use in a Level-II trigger. Cooper's design was for about 4000 phototubes with a
cost estimated by him at S275 per tube and $25 for readout electronics per channel.
The rest of the cost he estimates would be about $100,000.



6.2.9 E-M detection.

In B experiments at e+e~ colliders, detection and measurement of TT°S can play
very important role in assisting in the reconstruction of B mesons. The curren
detector upgrade at CLEO will provide greatly improved measurement of •7r°s; thi
improvement has been estimated to provide an increase in the fraction of B event
which can be reconstructed of about an order of magnitude.

In fixed-target production of B mesons, the problem of making use of ir
information is much more difficult. In the fixed target geometry, a large numbf
of particles, x°s plus hadrons, all enter the same relatively small physical region c
an e-m detector. Hadron showers are produced, and they spread out substantiall
and can interfere seriously with the measurement of photon shower energies. It i
clearly desirable to make the e-m detector have e-m showers of the smallest possibl
transverse size, to use material which gives the highest possible compacting of (
m showers relative to hadronic showers, and to construct the e-m shower detectc
in a form which is highly segmented transversely, and also segmented appreciabl
longitudinally.

J. Cumalat and J. Russ have contributed strongly to the discussion of thes
problems. Discussion of these problems indicated that an e-m calorimeter made c
tungsten, with its very small radiation length, might be particularly desirable. T
obtain the best possible longitudinal compacting of e-m showers relative to hadroni
showers, the suggestion was made by Russ that one examine the feasibility of usin
silicon wafers as the readout element. The cost of the tungsten for a detector c
suitable size for the downstream spectrometer would be quite modest. As for th
silicon, estimates of the cost per square meter were given during the workshop whic
ranged from 8600,000 per square meter at the beginning of the workshop (Karchin
to $100,000 per square meter (discussion with C. Wilburn) to several times les
according to exploratory studies by Russ.

If a reasonable cost level can be reached for the silicon, a tungsten/silico
e-m calorimeter appears to be the most attractive of the designs considered.

E-M detection should also be provided for the larger-angle region outsid
the forward spectrometer. Here particles are much more widely separated, and thei
are considerably fewer of them. No detailed attention was given to e-m design fo
this region, at the Workshop.

fl.3 Fixed Target Heavy Flavor Event Selection

Reported by Jeffrey Appel for the Filtering Algorithm Working Group
Online event triggering and offline event filtering are implementations c

the same function. Typically, an idea to enrich some physics signal is develope
and tested in an offline computer environment. Those which have the requisit
simplicity or effectiveness are often implemented later in hardware for use at th
earliest possible time in the data acquisition/analysis stream. In the limit, one migh



imagine the full, even final, event selection online in a data driven processor scheme.
However, even here it is typical to record many more events than the final physics
sample, if only for studies. The differences, while very significant in implementation,
are only a matter of degree. For these reasons the Filtering and Trigger Subgroups
of the Fixed Target Heavy Quark part of the Breckenridge Workshop met together
during much of the workshop.

The first step in the context of the Breckenridge Workshop was to de-
termine what role event triggering and filtering needs to play in future charm
and beauty experiments. In order to achieve this, gedanken photoproduction and
hadroproduction experiments were considered. The results for charm appear as Ta-
ble 5 and for beauty, Table 6. In each case, two anticipated limits were used to
project the future needs. These limits are (1) 6xlO10 events written to permanent
storage during an experiment and (2) an anticipated capability to fully reconstruct
a maximum of 1O10 events. The considerations which lead to these limits, as well
as the effect of these limits on other table entries, are given in the notes below the
tables. It was also assumed that one could not achieve greater than 106 hadroaic
interactions per second with photon beams, even after the Main Injector and 1.5
TeV upgrades. The relevant parts of the table which exceed these limits have been
left blank to emphasize this point.

The conclusion is that one does not need very large factors for online
triggers or offline filters if one is interested in dominant decays, even for beauty.
However, this will require uncomfortable volumes of data and dependance on the
continuing increase in cost effectiveness of data recording and microprocessor tech-
nology. It is the requisite open geometry of the apparatus itself which generates the
limit on total number of analyzed events in open geometry experiments. On the
other hand, for rare decay modes in bottom physics, higher interaction rates and
limited acceptance apparatus and triggers are required. In the case of charm, one
gets surprisingly quickly to the point where the number of events recorded on tape
must be smaller than the total number of charm events produced in the target!

The second step taken by the subgroup was to review the various signa-
tures associated with heavy flavor production and decay. The subgroup tabulated
experience with those algorithms already in use and projections for others which
will receive use in upcoming experiments. Tables 7 and 8 gather together the shared
experience of the subgroup. The critical columns are event enrichment and final
state enrichment. The event enrichment is the improvement factor using the given
trigger relative to random event selection. It is simply the product of the efficiency .
for events containing the relevant heavy flavor to pass the trigger times the rejection
of the dominant hadxonic interactions. The final state enrichment column is simply
the event enrichment divided by the final state branching ratio for. which the event
trigger is appropriate.

It should be born in mind that a multiple level of triggers and filters will
probably be used in most experiments. Thus the simpler first level triggers might



well be produced with one trigger algorithm from the table and a higher level trigger
or filter might make use of a different algorithm in the table. It should also be
born in mind, of course, that it is not always possible to multiply rejections of the
different algorithms since they may be correlated. In the table, all numbers are
taken assuming the algorithm is the only one applied to the interaction rate. Thus,
given the correlation between multiplicity and global Et-, little gain would accrue to
using both triggers in series relative to one or the other alone.

Evidently, the current generation of experiments offers a variety of ap-
proaches, from open trigger to very selective acceptance. Many of these may be
appropriate in the era of the main injector upgrade at Fermilab. However, it is too
early to predict what will be the most interesting heavy flavor physics question at
that time and, therefore, which techniques will be the most useful. Nevertheless
it is clear that a variety of options are available for pushing one or two ordrrs of
magnitude beyond today's capabilities in Fixed Target experiments.



Table 5. Future Generation Experiments

CHARM
Int. Rate

(«)
per sec.

104

105

108

107

Produced
Charm EventsW
Photo / Hadro

108 / 2xlO7

109 / 2xlO8

1010 / 2xlO9

- - - / 2xlO10

Min.
Trig.
Rej.W

1

3

30

300

Max
Events
to tape

2xlO10

6xlO10

6xlO10

6xlO1D

Filter
Reject.
Fact.M

2

6

6

6

Fully
Rec.

Evts.M

10 1 0

101 0

10 1 0

1O10

Fully Recon .

CharmW
Photo/Hadro

106 / 2xlO5

10T / 2xl06

108 / 2xlO7

- - - / 2xl08

(a) Event rates for photoproduciion are listed for hadronic interactions.
The total detector rate must allow for the electromagnetic pairs produced in the
target - a factor of 500 on Be.

(b) Assuming 0.5xl0~3 cc events produced per hadronic interaction for
photons and 10~3 cc events per interaction for hadrons. Note that no allowance is
made for enhancements due to heavy target effects (A dependence of heavy quark
production). The total live time of the experiment is taken as 2xl06 seconds of beam
spill.

(c) This is the minimum trigger rejection (from fast trigger through '3 r d

level triggers') required to go from the hadronic interaction rate to the maximum
rate to tape imagined for 5 years from now; i.e., 50 MBytes/second. This could
record 104 events per second at 5 KBytes per event, for example. It is also assumed
that tape is written continuously - even in the interspill period! Note also that
much larger 'trigger rejection' factors may result from specialized geometry detector
systems (e.g., E789 at Fermilab).

(d) This is the minimum off line filter rejection required to go from the
maximum number of events on tape to the maximum number of events fully anal-
ysed.

(e) The maximum number of events fully analysed is taken to be 1010

events. This value could be reached by 5,000 MIPS of CPU power used for one year
analysing at 80 per cent efficiency and 20 MlPS-seconds per event.

(f) Calculated as 1 per cent of the produced charm based on the published
signals in Fermilab E691 relative to the produced charm in that experiment; i.e.,
10 K in published charm signals with 1 million produced while the experiment was
live.
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Table 6. Future Generation Experiments

BEAUTY
Int. Rate

(<•)

per sec.

10*

10B

106

107

108

Produced
Beauty Events^'
Photo / Hadro

2xlO5 / 6xlO3

2xl06 / 6x10*

2xl07 / 6xlO5

- - - / 6xl06

- - - / 6xlO7

Min.
Trig.

Rej.<<>

1

3

30

300

3000

Max
Events
to tape

2xlO10

6xlO10

6xl010

6xl010

Filter
Reject.
Fact.M

2

6

6

6

6xlO10 | 6

Fully
Rec.

Evts.M

1010

1O10

1010

1010

1010

Fully Recon.
B e a u t y ^

Photo/Hadro

6 0 / 2
600 / 20

6xlO3 / 200

- - - / 2xl03

- - - / 2x10*

(a) Event rates for photoproduction are listed for hadronic interactions.
The total detector rate must allow for the electromagnetic pairs produced in the
target - a factor of 500 on Be.

(b) Assuming 10~5 bb events produced per hadronic interaction for photons
and 3xl0~7 bb events per interaction for hadrons. Note that no allowance is made for
enhancements due to heavy target effects (A dependence of heavy quark production).
The total live time of the experiment is taken as 2xl06 seconds of beam spill.

(c) This \s the minimum trigger rejection (from fast trigger through '3 r d

level triggers') required to go from the hadronic interaction rate to the maximum
rate to tape imagined for 5 years from now; i.e., 50 MBytes/second. This could
record 104 events per second at 5 KBytes per event, for example. It is also assumed
that tape is written continuously - even in the interspill period! Note also that
much larger 'trigger rejection' factors may result from specialized geometry detector
systems (e.g., E789 at Fermilab).

(d) This is the minimum off line filter rejection required to go from the
maximum number of events on tape to the maximum number of events fully anal-
ysed.

(e) The maximum number of events fully analysed is taken to be 1O10

events. This value could be reached by 5,000 MIPS of CPU power used for one year
analysing at 80 per cent efficiency and 20 MlPS-seconds per event.

(f) Calculated as 3xl0~4 of the produced beauty events.



Table 7. TRIGGERS/FILTERS (Partial Summary)
CHARM

Trigger

EVENT TOPOLOGIES

Multiplicity0

Global Et
b

Impact Parameterc

Secondary Vertices'*

TARGET RECOILS

Missing Masse

EVENT RECONSTRUCTION

E789 Pairs
w/impact parameter^

E690 High Mass
target dissociation0

Event
Rejection

2-3

3

D+ 20
Ac 20

12

7

105

103

c
Efficiency

80%

80%

75%
37%

36%

10%

1.5 • 10~5

io-*

Event
Enrichment

2

2

15
7

4

0.7

1.5

io-2

F.S.
Br. Ratio

100%

100%

100%
100%

100%

< 10%

<10~J

5-10-4

F.S.
Enrich.

2

2

15
7

4

> 7

>60

20

•Feimilab £769 experience (with incident 250 GeV hadions on nuclear targets); J.A. Appel,
private communicst ion.

'Feimilab E691 k £769 experience (with 150 GeV incident photons, 250 GeV incident hadions);
J.A. Appel, private communication.

•CERN WA82 Experience (with 340 GeV/C incident pions); D. Baibeiis, private communication.
'Fermilab E771 expectation based on Monte Carlo (with 800 GeV/c incident protons); J..

Trischuk, private communication.
•Feimilab E516 experience (with incident 100 GeV photons on IH3 target); J.A. Appel, private

™Fermilab E789 expectation; D.M. Kaplan, private communication.
'Feimilab E690 expectation; D.C. Christian, private communication.
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Table 8. THIGGERS/FILTERS (Partial Summary)
BEAUTY

Trigger

EVENT TOPOLOGIES

Multiplicity Jump"

Global Et
k

Impact Parameter11

Secondary Vertices'*

DECAY PRODUCTS:

High-pt leptonse

Multi. Interm-pe Particles'

EVENT RECONSTRUCTION

E789 Pairs
w/impact parameter'1

Event
Rejection

100

40

250

12

3000

10

10*

5-108

b
Efficiency

30%

80%

10%

75%

6%

70%

3•1Q-4

6•10-7

Event
Enrichment

30

32

25

9

180

7

3

3

F.S.
Br. Ratio

100%

100%

100%

100%

12%

100%

7 • 10"1

lO"5

F.S.
Enrich.

30

32

25

9

1500

7

4-103

3-10*

•Fermilab P780 study of £653 data and Monte Carlo using AC? > 8; D. Pottei, private
communication.

*F«milab E791 expectation (with 500 GeV incident hadrons); J.A. Appel, private
communication.

'CERN b Collider Monte Carlo study; P. Schlein, private communication.
'Fermiiab £771 expectation based on Monte Catlo (with 800 GeV incident piotons); J. Trischuk,

private communication.
'Same as d; Specifically: muon with p, > 0.8 GeV, p > 6 GeV from 800 GeV incident piotons,

extrapolation from CERN WA84; S. Conetti, private communication.
-'With 800 GeV incident piotons foi at least 3 particles with p, > 0.4 GeV and 6 > 10 mi.
* Fermilab E771 expectation (with 800 GeV incident piotons); J. Trischuk, private

communication.
"Feimilab E789 expectation; D.M. Kaplan, private communication.



6.4 Heavy Flavor Trigger Group Summary

Reported by J. Russ for the Triggering Study Group
For future heavy-flavor experiments in the fixed target program, it is dif-

ficult to draw a boundary between the "trigger" and the "filter and data analysis"
problems, and there was substantial overlap between the two working groups. The
table prepared in the FILTERING group report can be used to set the minimum
required level-1 trigger performance to cope with a given interaction rate with the
kinds of data acquisition systems which are foreseen. Of course, it may be possi-
ble to do better than the minimum. The trigger group examined the question of
whether it was possible even to attain the most ambitious "minimum" in the table.
We came down squarely on both sides of the issue - sometimes YES, sometimes NO.

The issue is one of event uniqueness, and there is a clear distinction between
the scale of the problem for charm and for beauty. For beauty, the high mass of
states of interest sets them apart from normal light-quark interactions. From the
trigger standpoint this can be exploited to gain trigger suppresssion factors of order
25 on the basis of ET or perhaps multiplicity-jump triggers, relatively independent
of the exact beauty decay mode of either B hadron. One can do even better if one
chooses B systems in which one member of the pair decays semileptorucally. Trigger
schemes now being studied in E771 aim for first-level trigger rejection factors of 1000
for the semi-muonic decays by implementing a hardware computation of the muon
transverse momentum. Because available evidence from charm pair studies and from
QCD calculations indicates very little residual correlation between the members of
the B pair after hadronization, this trigger is almost unbaised for the "other" B
hadron. Thus , at the trigger level it appears to be possible to achieve very large
level-1 rejection factors for B physics and thus to be able to handle interaction rates
in excess of 10 MHz. E771 is pushing this approach in the present generation of
experiments, and verification of the method will soon be at hand.

For charm the problem is more difficult. The mass scale of charm allows
very modest trigger-level enhancements, factors of 3-5, by ET triggers. Lepton-
triggered experiments achieve trigger rate reductions of 20-30 compared to raw
interactions, but the charm enrichment factors remain modest, again 2-4, at the
trigger level. Thus, global cuts applied to charm have not been effective in enriching
the event sample. More stringent topological selection is required, and there axe
two different approaches being explored in the upcoming fixed target runs in E690
and E781. In E690 certain event features are programmed into the online event
reconstruction running in the dedicated processor. Event selection takes place on
physics quantities after reconstruction. The power of the method, especially in a
large-scale system tuned over several runs, is clear. The difficulties lie in the imple-
mentation, which requires formidable hardware and software expertise. The E781
approach is to choose one physics attribute common to all final states of interest,
e.g., the secondary vertex character of all charm decays, and use a fast processor



farm to reconstruct tracks in real time. This requires a fast tracking algorithm and
enough processor power and buffer memory space to enable the computation rate to
keep up with the data flow, but conventional programming practice. Both of these
methods have the advantage of maintaining sensitivity to a wide range of interac-
tion rates, up to a few MHz. Neither method extrapolates smoothly to interaction
rates of 10 MHz or more. To cope with higher interaction rates in charm physics
will require much clearer choices about the decay mode(s) of at least one member
of the charm pair. Triggering on the leptonic decay of one charm particle does not
buy nearly the suppression of light-quark background that it does in beauty physics.
The charm quark is relatively light, and the dominant D° channel has a relatively
low semileptonic branching ratio.

The physics setting of charm and beauty studies is also quite different. For
charm there now exist data sets of thousands of reconstructed events in several major
modes for the mesons, from e+e- annihilation, photoproduction, and hadroproduc-
tion. The dominant features of the decay schemes are understood, although many
detailed questions remain. For beauty, there are several hundred fully-reconstructed
events, all from e+e- machines. Thus, the kinds of experiments that are needed
at Fermilab in the 1990s are quite different. After the next runs of E687 and E791
there will be very large data samples of charm photo- and hadro-production with ET
triggers, to answer the broad questions about the dominant decay modes. E690 and
E781 will contribute later, dealing with somewhat different questions. The future
program can shift from open charm, triggers to studies of specific questions raised
in the course of data analysis from these upcoming runs. This means a shift from
open triggers to mode-specific triggers, perhaps emphasizing "rare decay modes" of
charm. As one knows from the history of kaon physics, people can be very creative
in the development of trigger schemes aimed at specific final states. Thus, one can
anticipate that first-level charm triggers with a rejection factor of 1000 can be de-
veloped to assist in the study of small-branching-ratio charm modes of significant
theoretical interest.

Beauty physics is in the anomalous situation of being poised to leap ahead
to the study of rare decays even before hadroproduction of B hadrons has made
any strides at all. Again, this stems from the unique features of B triggers that the
high mass of the parent quark makes possible. The E789 trigger system exploits
the high p t of few-body B decays to make an extremely selective trigger. This is
another good example of choosing distinctive features of the final states to guide the
trigger algorithm and can be treated as & model for considering future "rare decay"
experiments in either charm or beauty, with interaction rates well above 10 MHz.

To summarize this section, work now going on at Fermilab will collect large
samples of charm and beauty events with open triggers. One expects that these data
sets will raise various questions about production and decay physics that will take
much larger data sets to answer. It is unlikely that open trigger geometries can deal
with these more specific questions, but at the same time the questions will tend to



deal with specific families of decays. This more limited scope of final states can be
exploited in the level 1 triggering t.o make highly-enriched samples of charm events
to pursue rare decay physics. For beauty, strides in this direction are already being
taken in the upcoming fixed target runs. Successful operation of E771 and E789 will
do much to prepare the ground for improving trigger schemes in the next generation
of B experiments.

6.4.1 Detector issves in triggering.

In order to take advantage of selective triggering to operate at higher interaction
rates, the apparatus itself must be able to handle interactions at the rate of one/rf
bucket, i.e., 53 MHz. In the trigger group we catalogued the devices needed to im-
plement any of the selective triggers that were envisioned after the theoretical talks
of Bigi and Berger. The experimental problems include photon detection, lepton
detection/identification, and hadron detection/ identification. Event reconstruction
in high-rate environments was considered by the High Rate Detector Subgroup.

For these high rates, fast detector response is vital to prevent pileup. Most
attention was paid to silicon or phototube-based readouts and to detectors with
very short response times. The conclusion of the group was that all objectives could
be achieved at these rates, but that pipelining of information (analog or digital)
to build in enough time to make the level-1 trigger decision was inescapable. The
electronic delay problems at these rates are very similar to those confronting SSC
detectors.

The high speed required might be incompatible with very good energy
measurement for electrons and photons, if fiber or silicon EM calorimetry is needed
for the speed. Further work in fast crystalline radiators - BaF, PbF, pure Csl - is
needed to see if they will be useful in large systems in case excellent energy resolution
is needed. The costs of high-speed optical readouts with good pixel granularity are
high. Recent progress in making amorphous silicon photodiode arrays may help.
Present technology is suitable for most electron ID problems. TRD systems can
handle hit rates of a few MHz per cell. The exception would occur if it were necessary
to identify electrons in the beam region. In that case a very compact silicon sampling
calorimeter could be used for that region. Devices with adequate performance are
already described in the literature.

Hadron identification at high rates will require a ring-imaging counter.
This is not driven by the rates, since threshold counters are very fast devices. Rather,
the particle density in heavy quark events is very high, and a tracking detector like
the RICH has the necessary ability to identify several closely-spaced tracks. Like the
threshold counters, high rate RICH counters will require an optical readout, perhaps
like the phototube RICH being studied for E781. Unlike threshold counters, it will be
very difficult to build the RICH output into a level-1 trigger. Hadron identification
will most likely be unavailable until a higher-level trigger decision, probably at the



computational level.
General beam counting and muon identification is not seen as a problem,

since it can be based on well-established phototube and scintillator technology. In
summary, the detectors presently available or now under development seem to be
adequate to implement trigger strategies to carry experiments into the 1990s. How-
ever, new readout electronics with very fast signal processing and pipelined delays
will be required to cope with the interaction rates.

6.5 Data Acquisition and Filtering

Reported by D. J. Summers, Fermilab, Batavia, IL.
The next generation of heavy quark experiments at fixed target will need

radically improved low level triggers. A faster data acquisition system can relieve
some of the pressure. The new items which make much faster DA possible include
microsecond ADCs with 11 or more bits of precision, gigabyte spill buffers, parallel
event building, RISC microprocessors for third level triggers, radically cheaper tape
media, and more cost effective computing for offline filtering and reconstruction.

6.5.1 ADC's.

An example of a fast ADC available today is the LeCroy 4300B FERA. It digitizes
11 bits in 8.5 /xsec and has 16 channels per card. Sparsification occurs between
digitization and readout which runs at 100 ns per hit. There is no buffering on the
card, so an experiment is dead during readout. The sensitivity per count is i pC.
The Fermilab Physics Department is working on a much improved ADC card with
64 channels and both analog and digital buffering. New fast analog CMOS switches
allow one to multiplex 64 channels into eight 4-/isec Burr Brown ADCs (PCM78P)
without changing the charge that is stored on a sample and hold capacitor. This
also allows double analog buffering for reduced dead time, which again exploits the
low net injected charge feature of these switches. Only channels above a user set
level are digitized. Sums for triggers are provided. The sensitivity is i pC per count
and the dynamic range is 13 bits. The 13 bits are compressed to match calorimeter
resolution by a square root function into 10 bits and combined together with a 6-bit
address. Data is transferred on a 32-bit wide bus at 40 MB/s.

6.5.2 TDC's.

A fast TDC available today is the Phillips 10C6. It digitizes 10 bits in 7.5 ftsec and
has 32 channels per card. Sparsification occurs between digitization and readout
which runs at 100 ns per 32-bit word. Headers and trailing padding words double
the amount of data, given 10% occupation. There is no useful buffering on the
card, so an experiment is dead during readout. Power consumption is high, 20
kilowatts for 10,000 channels. The Fermilab Physics Department is working on a



much improved TDC card with 64 channels and both analog and digital buffering.
Time is transformed into charge by a time to voltage converter. Fast analog CMOS
switches allow one to multiplex banks of 32 channels to one of two 1 fisec Micro
•Power Systems ADCs (MP7685). The switches also allow double analog buffering for
reduced dead time. Only channels with hits are digitized. Double hit capability and
multiplicity sums for triggers are provided. Ten bits of data are combined together
with a 6-bit address. Data is transferred on a 32-bit wide bus at a rate of 100 ns
per 32-bit word. Power consumption is 6 kilowatts for 10,000 channels. Another
very interesting TDC, which is completely digital, is being developed in Japan ^3).
It uses a custom submicron CMOS VLSI chip to achieve multi-hit capability and 1
ns accuracy.

6.5.3 Spill buffers.

The Tevatron has been run with a 22 second spill and a 34 second interspill. A large
spill buffer allows event building, data compression, third level triggering, and tape
writing to proceed continuously. Alan Baumbaugh of the Fermilab Research Division
and others have designed a large FIFO ** ' which is ideal for this purpose and runs
at 100 MB/s. It allows one to use 1MX8 Side Inline Memory Modules, which have
recently been available from the Korean company, Samsung, for S79 each. Four
Megabyte SIMMs are now being sold at double this cost per bit by Hitachi and
Toshiba. One gigabyte spill buffers cost 8100,000 today. One can expect memory
prices to drop by about a factor of two per year.

6.5.4 Parallel event building.

As shown in Figure 7, the idea of all data passing through a single bus can be
abandoned. Event fragments can be put together in a system of multiple crates.
Imagine eight digitizing crates each with a large FIFO attached to six VME crates.
After initialization, six events may be built simultaneously. Busy/Ready signals
are passed from the downstream devices to the upstream devices. If the tape is
busy it forbids the tape buffer to send more data. If a tape buffer fills up, a VME
CPU stops data flow from the event fragment FIFOs. If any of the event fragment
memories fill up, it signals the associated digitizer, which then holds off triggers.
The Event Buffer Interface card for this design has already been mass produced and
tested by Sten Hansen of the Fermilab Physics Department and Steve Bracker of
the University of Toronto. The theoretical VME speed is 40 MB/s so event building
at 200 MB/s seems feasible with enough VME crates and fast VME masters. This
is a factor of twenty improvement over Fermilab E791, which has gotten 10 MB/s
in tests with Fermilab Advanced Computer Program (ACP) boards based on the
Motorola 68020 microprocessor. These boards are slow VME masters.

For the next generation one would like a CPU card which is able to move
and process data at 30 or 40 MB/s rather than 3 MB/s. One would also like enough
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CPU power both for third level vertex triggers and for data compression. The chip
of choice right now is the 25 MHz MIPS R3000 which has been benchmarked by
Digital Review at 20 Micro VAX IPs using Fortran. The ACP group is working
on producing .a VME board with this RISC CPU. The Silicon Graphics company
sells a computer based on eight of the R3000 CPUs which also has 10 VME slots.
VME crate extenders may be used to add even more third level processing power.
Processing price/performance is improving by roughly a factor of two each year.
Looking beyond MIPS chips, the Intel i860 which integrates the CPU, floating point
unit, and caches onto a single chip, promises to be very cost effective if good high
level language compilers emerge for it. Several i860s could be mounted on a single
board. Better price/performance seems to hinge more on integration and language
support than clock speed.

6.5.5 Tape media.

The advent of 2.3 Gigabyte Exabyte tape drives is changing the face of Sigh Energy
Physics data storage. One can now store 13 6250bpi 9-track tapes, ten IBM 3480
cassettes, or two 4mm Digital Audio Tapes on a single 8mm video tape cartridge
costing $6. The speed per tape drive is 0.25 MB/s. Four Exabyte tape drives may
be run at full speed by a single VME/SCSI controller card (e.g. the Ciprico Rimfire
3513). In December, both the data rate and data density are scheduled to double.
The data rate to tape for 48 0.5 MB/s Exabyte tape drive running in parallel is 24
MB/s. Tapes only have to be changed once every 2.5 hours. If a third level trigger
rejects | of the events, then a 200 MB/s event building rate and the 24 MB/s tape
writing speed match. Eventually, the speed and density of Exabyte tape drives may
go to 1 MB/s and 9 GB per tape. A number of other tape drives that run at up to
100 MB/s and store a Terabtye of data on objects like optical tapes or 28000' video
tapes are appearing but not in quantity. The cost is typically in the 3100,000 range
making proliferation to universities difficult. The Haystack Observatory employs
such a tape drive for radio astronomy *^h

6.5.6 Offline computing.

Offline computing now costs less than SlOOO per Micro VAX II equivalent and the
price is decreasing by about a factor of two per year. A table comparing various
scalar computers follows. Much of the information is from Digital Review magazine.
A Micro VAX II runs at about 90% the speed of a VAX 11/780. When reconstruct-
ing Fermilab E769 events on the multi-processor Silicon Graphics computers, the
amount of CPU time required to reconstruct an event degrades by a few per cent
when moving from using one to either four or eight processors.



Table 9. Comparison of Scalar Computers
MVUP = /iVAX II Unit of Processing using Digital Review's Fortran Benchmark

Manufacturer
and Model

DEC MicroVAX II
DEC VAXstation 3100
DEC DECstation 3100
MIPS RS2030
MIPS M/120
MIPS M/2000
Silicon Graphics 4D/20
SGI 4D/240
Apollo DN10010
HP9000 Model 835
Sun SPARCstation 1
Avalon Vaccelerator AP/30

Manufacturer
and Model

Solbourne Series 5
Silicon Graphics 4D/25
SGI 4D/240
SGI 4D/280
DECsystem 5820
MIPS RC6280
YARC NuSuper 36>
IBM PS/2 Wizard
SKYbolt 37J
CPSI SuperCard SC-1 37>
Data General AViiON
AViiON Workstation
BBN Butterfly
Fermilab ACP II

CPU
Type

78032
KA650
R2000
R2000
R2000
R3000
R2000
R3000

PRISM
Precision
SPARC

88000

CPU
Type

SPARC
R3000
R3000
R3000
R3000
R6000

Am29000
i860
i860
i860

88000
880Q0
88000
R3000

Clock
MHz

40
22
16
16
16
25
12
25
20

16
20

Clock
MHz

33
20
25
25
25
67
25
33
40
33
20
16
16
20 .

No.
CPUs

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
1
1
1

No.
CPUs

4
1
4
8
2
1
5
1
4
8
2
1

32
18

Cache
/CPU

0
33kb
128kb
64kb
128kb
128kb
24kb
384kb
192kb
128kb
64kb
48kb

Cache
/CPU

128kb
96kb
384kb
384kb
384kb

268kb
12kb
32kb
32kb

64kb

MVUPs
/CPU

1.0

3.4
12.8
14.9
13.7
20.9
8.3
20.2
16.5
11.6
9.

15.0

E769

Issue
Date

14 Aug89
6 Feb89
6 Feb89

20 Nov89
8 May89
14 Aug89
10 Oct89
14 Aug89
7 Nov88
26 Jun89
20 Mar89
30 Oct89

Benchmark

1.10 sec
.80 sec
.80 sec

1.89 sec

The two major issues are the cost of integrating a hot chip into a system
and the maturity of high level language software that accompanies the hardware.
MIPS Fortran, which runs on their R2000, R3000 and R6000 chips, is virtually bug-
free and produces code which is almost as fast as hand written assembly routines.
As shown in Figure 8, many operations must be scheduled during a floating point
divide on a MIPS chip *°h RISC chips cannot be exploited without an excellent
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optimizing compiler. MIPS has separate CPU and floating point chips, and the
integrator must supply the cache memory. Data General sells a series of computers
based on the Motorola 88000, which should be very competitive when their Fortran
optimization matures a bit. Motorola combines the CPU and floating point on their
88100 chip and provides 16 kb caches with their 88200 chip. Intel's i860 integrates
CPU, floating point, and cache functions on a single chip. This should provide a
very cost effective system when i860 Fortran matures. Alliant plans to introduce a
computer based on sixteen i860 chips in mid-1990. Finally, IBM intends to sell a
workstation based on their own RISC chip later this year.

6.5.7 DA summary.

So what will be possible in 1993?

• 200,000 Triggers per Spill Second. Front end digitization time must ap-
proach 3 jtsec. This assumes analog buffering. A seven gigabyte spill buffer is
required for 2500 byte events, given a 22s spill and a 34s interspill.

• 200 MB/s Event Building. 80,000 2500 byte events per second.

• 15,000 /iVAX II Equivalents for online filtering. | /iVAX second per event
must reject | of the events.

• 50 MB/s to Tape. A 2000 hour run generates 40,000 9 GB tapes.

• 30,000 fiVAX. II Equivalents for offline filtering and data reconstruction
(e.g. 150 boards with 4 processors each equal to 50 ft VAX Us). Assuming
a 2000 hour run and an 8000 hour period of filtering and reconstruction, 1.5
/iVAX seconds per event is allowed.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The following is a summary of the general conclusions of the working group:

1. Charm is still worth doing. Fermilab can and should be the leading contrib-
utor to our knowledge in this. The character of experiments will change with
more emphasis on rare decay modes and on obtaining detailed answers to very
specific questions. Photoproduction is flux limited and benefits from the Main
Injector Upgrade and the energy upgrade to 1 TEV. It is especially helped by
the PHASE III upgrade to 1.5 TEV primary beam. Photoproduction may be
overtaken by hadroproduction without that upgrade.



2. Bottom is being approached from many angles. All are hard. "Reality" will set
in after the first experiments at FNAL and LEP. The FNAL experiments NOW
appear to have as good a chance as any. R&D is necessary but not as much as
for some programs, such as those at hadron colliders. Meanwhile, CLEO and
ARGUS march forward doing excellent physics.

3. The 120 GeV Main Injector beam is not useful for charm physics but is useful
• for detector calibration and checkout and ESSENTIAL for detector R&D.

4. Detector R&D is generally applicable to problems at colliders and this class of
experiments may have applicability at the SSC either for forward arms or for
possible 20 TeV extracted beam.
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